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EV4LUATIVG-SCIENCE TEACHER PREPARATION ?ROGRAMq
BY ASSESSIrG TEACHERS'AND PUPILS-

The point of preservice teacher education is to produce
a social advantage cr savings.

....pre-service programs should reduce the cost of on-the-
job training....
.

...should lead tO greater teacher productivity of desir-
able pupil outcomes than the alternative. (Turner, 1971,

p. 10)

;

The instructional techniques and-nateriali emnloyed in science teacher

preparation activities usually have the expressed intent of modifying the

teachers' behavior. The inference then is that when these behaviors are used

in the science classroomq they will improve pupil performance.

. An early stage in the teacher training process can be identified as

the competency acouisition r,hase. In this stage the teacher is able to

recognize a'competency and begins to 'internalize it into his own_cognitive

structure which later will influence his teaching behavior.

-A later stage is the Skill application phase, where a teacher exhibits

an overt behavior which is 2argely influenced by the level of dompe-zzency

acquisition. For'e*ample, teachers can study and apply'the various levels

of the Teaching Strateiies'Observation Differential (a classroom observation

system) until they can recognize and cate7orize different teaching styles and

communicate within the language of the system. Later, theTcan manipulate

their own teaching stra;egies in relation to the teaching/learning environment

61d through skill application Pxhilqt a higher level of competency.acquisition.

Historically, teacher training programs have been judged on the basis

of the acquisition of knowledge with Jimiteddemonstration of skill exhibition.

4
Only recently has the use of pupil outcomes been promoted as'meaiures of
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training program. effectiveness (e.., Dunkin and 5iddle, 1974; Popham, 1971)-

McNeil and Popham (1973) advocated that the ultimate criterion of teachers'

competence be their-impact upon learners. This is also the position taken
.

by Okey (1977) in 4 companion paper to this report.

SCience teacher program personnel need to concern themselves at 411

levels of skill acquisition and application and w142, resultant pupil changes.

The purpose bf this paper is to promote this awareness.and offer a mechanism

for carrying out progi-am research and evaluation within the above framework.

The Assessment of Skill Acouisition

Pesearch and evaluation methods related to tkill acquisition revolve

;

around three generic ftages of activitien: 1) the pre-treatment or pre-
%

inttruction assessment of the skill and related variables, 2).involvement

r
in instructional activities designed to enhance the competency, and 3) post-

assessment of skill acquisition or improvement and related variables (see

Figtre l).

Collectin7 pre-instruction data can serve different purposes. First,

the informytion may e used, in the absence of a control or comparison group,

as bane line data to determine the effects of training. Second, some pre-

' data may be Useful as predictort'of success in relation to such variables as

personality type or readiness level. Such information can be applied in a

pret.,criptive format whre instructional resource'S are matched to the situation

of hitghest probable impact.

During research and evaluation efforts on skill acquisition, the

ilystructional format may be varied more than normal in order to provide an

opportunit* to compare training modes. For example, the:comparison might be

between a self7paced modular format and an instructor-centered lecture/

discussion format related to the :same skill, or among self study, peer
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Figure 2. Assessing cht. spolisation of teaching skills.
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discussion format related to the same'skill,. or among self'study, peer
? . ,

particihation or field experience with youpils as a-means of acquiring a
. -

teaching skill.- 1

-
Post-assessment of sYtl-L-1- acquisitioh may encompass three types of

teacher measures: 1) cognitive. 2) affectiVe, and 3) skill exhibition.
, 1

Cognitive Performance and attitude *date can normally be collected throUgh
. -

conventional-pencil and pap ermea sures. But, in-many instances skill

47'
exhibition data must be collected through Visual or auditOry observation and

coded with the aid of an analYsis schemeoto'facilitate communications and.°

.comparisons (Yeany, 1977 and Y-InY and Capie, 1977).

,Skill Application

BeCause the modification of pupil behavior is_a terminal goal of teao:1--

ing, one measure of teaching effectiveness is made through an adsessment of

the charme brought about in PUP ils during the skill application phase.

Training 1:---.7-,oxam evaluation should not end with an assesmient and judgment

related to the leVel of kil1 ac gaisition without determining the degree to

c. .

-which teachers are able to apRly a competency and modify pupil behavior.

The Skill Application P hese of training research and evaluation in-

vclves three relat procedureL: 1) the collection Of pre-application pupil

data, 2) the appl cf.tion.of the skil 1 in an in*ruction setting and, 3) post-

cognitive gains.and the attitudes ofapplication data collection to assess

pupils toward the content and methods of instruction (see Figure 2). The

acid-test of skill application is whether a desired change in pupil behavior

can be brought about when the conditions are right and instruction is,designed

r.ds,ana applied to do so. In other wo is the teaching effective?
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To make dedisions about training program effectiveness based on pupil

performance is to base decisions on data twice removed.from the sOurce of

influence (i.e., the level of skill'acquisition and application both act

as filters). But, the ultimate influence of training programs is meant to

be exerted on pupil performance through the trainees.

There are at least tzlo ways that skill appliqation evaluation can be.

carried out. A fairly recent model has been developed by Popham, Baker,
.

Millman and McNeil (1972). These authors describe the teething performance

test (minilessOn) as a means Of analyzing and assessing teaching effectiveness.

.

In this procedure, the teacher is given an explicit, measurable objective

suitable foi a short lesson. .A sample 'test Item is provided to clarify the

objectiv4, and the teacher prepares and teaches a lesson designed to accomplish

the bbiective. At the end of the lesson a cognitive and affective post-test

is administered to the pupils. On the basis of these, a judgment of teaching

effectiveness can be made. And, on the basis of such data from all program

trainees, a judgment can be made about progrim effectivenes. If random

.sets of trainees have-experienced different treatments, the puPil performance

data can 1)1 statisticylly analyzed to meaSure relative efficacy of training

methods designed to bring about teacher behaviors that influence pupil perfor-

mance.
)

The minilesson approach as suggested by Popham, et al. (1972) is an

appealing and viable means of evaluating teacher preparation programs and

has been used for such purposes (e.g., Rezba, Lahnston and Lapp, 1976). But,

the skill application phase of program evaluation should not be limited to

this procedure. An attempt should be made to assess effects of training on

the acquisition,of a fiDaihing skill in a less contrived and restricted con,
ON

text. Also, the selection of the objectives should be the perogative of the
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teacher and should be permitted to vary with the irndiate instructional

content in order to increase the generalizability across a sizable set of

objectives: On the surface, this may appear to be a bold suggestion. But,

when the dependent variable is pupil performance as influenced by teaching

toward one externally imposed objedtive, the judgment about training program

effectiveness must be very tenative, to say the least. The only criterion

which should be imposed on the selection of an objective is whether teaching

toward it will.provide an.opportunity to apply the teaching competency which

is being assessed..

If absolute judgments about the teaching effectiveness of each individual

in the program are to be made, tlie above suggestiOn presenis few prob/ems.

Simply, decidie,what kinds of.post-test scores are acceptable and base the

decisidn on that point: On the other hand, if relative comparisons arp to be

made (e.g., comparing the.trainirt modes of self study; peer practice and

fiefd based practice), the dependent variable of pupil performance needs to

be redefined.

The concept of using standardized gain scores is offered here as a
?- .1 , -.

means of comparing pupil outcomes when teachers are teaching toward different

sets of objectives. This procedure necessitates'the acmdnistration of

identical.or parallel pre-tests and post-te.sts for each set of objectives.

The objectives are used to provide.a focus ror the development of the tests..

To carry cut the analyses, thedependent variable is redefined as the

amount of change in average pupil performance from pre to post-test in coded

standard deviation units. Each.pre-test is used as normative data for the

'post-test. The raw pre-test scores are standardized to T-scores with a mean

x-x-
'of 50 and a standard deviation of 10 where T = 10z + 50 and z = (Glass

and Stanley 1970). The raw class mean score an the post-test is then converted
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to a standard score by finding the difference between it and the raw pre-test

mean anS dividing tpat,velue by the standard deviation of the pre-test and
;

-

then converting.to-a T-scOre as follows':

x
pre post

Z = and
S
post

Tpo
st

= 10z + 50.

It shou/d be evident.that the generation.of the T pre-score is not compute-
,

tionally necessary because the mean of these scores will always equal 50 with

s = 10. But, it may be a nebessary conceptual,step to reiliZe-that the

difference between 50 and the T
t

- score represents the gain in pupil
pos

achievement in one-tenth standard deviation units average Tpo
st

-score

(
of 60 represents one full.standard deviation gain in class achievement. It

. .

should also be evident that the z-Score could be used but negative gain scores

would be a problem.

The average class Tpo
st

-scores are then treated as the dependent

variables with conventional statistical anA7ysis procedures to determine

significant differences in pupil outcomes which can be attributes to variation

in training program format. If the research/evaluation design being employed

makes use of randomization across comparison groups, the threat to internal

validity inherent in the Use of .a pre-te;t will not be present. If the threat

is present, it is suggested that the pre-test be administered-to a random

one-half of the pupils for the normative purposes and the remaining one-half

of the posttests be used to assess achievement gain.

A comprehensive-evaluation of training materials and activities should

include assessment in toth competency acquisition end application (Figure 3).

A failure to do both (for some.'skills) demonitrates an incongruency between

terminal goals (i.e., the modifioation of pupil behavior) and the evaluation

9
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scheme; or; it-denies that the real goal in teacher training programs is to

S. influence teaching and.learning in'the'science classroom. Also, the_setting

and selection of content and resultant outccimes should be free to vary°in
A

order to allow greater generalizabillty of-the finding§.' To. do so will reduce

the tentative naturetof-our training program decisions, and perhaps, produce

a social advantage and reduäe the "cost" of on-the-job training.

a

.
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